VAUXHALL INSIGNIA GSi PRESS KIT
•

Vauxhall’s very first sports model to have the option of diesel power

•

Vauxhall brings back GSi badge 25 years after it was first seen on original Corsa

•

Precise dynamics thanks to FlexRide chassis, Brembo brakes, AWD and torque vectoring

•

Eight-speed automatic gearbox delivers efficiency across four driving modes

•

Sporting design cues reinforce performance intent

MARKET AND MODEL
Vauxhall’s new Insignia GSi delivers high levels of performance through all-wheel drive, a
new chassis and Brembo brakes, and is powered by either a new 2.0-litre BiTurbo diesel, or
a refined 2.0-litre turbo petrol unit.
The GSi has a responsive new eight-speed automatic gearbox, operated via a paddle-shift on
the steering wheel. A state-of-the-art all-wheel-drive system, incorporating a sophisticated
twin-clutch differential which provides torque vectoring in the most demanding conditions,
turns the GSi into a first-class driver’s car.
Like other models in the Insignia’s range, the GSi has shed weight – in this case, 160
kilograms versus the first-generation VXR which preceded it. Combined with a 10 millimetre
lower ride height, the difference in the Insignia GSi’s steering, body control and overall
agility can be felt immediately. Significantly, the GSi is the fastest Vauxhall yet around
Germany’s Nürburgring, where much of its chassis development was carried out, and is a
full 12 seconds quicker than the outgoing, and more powerful Insignia VXR.
Exterior design updates include chrome air intakes at the front and a rear spoiler for
improved levels of downforce, while on the inside full-leather sports seats, a leather sports
steering wheel and aluminium pedals complete the package.
The launch of the 2018 Insignia GSi also marks 25 years since the first GSi badge was seen
on a Vauxhall (in 1993 on the then new Corsa).
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DESIGN
The performance of the Insignia GSi is matched by new design features, technology
highlights and exclusive accessories inside and out. On the inside, new AGR-certified sports
seats developed by Vauxhall provide increased lateral support and long-distance comfort.
Unique to the GSi, the seats offer ventilation, heating, massage and adjustable side bolsters.
Customers can specify the seats in one of two leather combinations, each featuring the
prominent GSi emblem.
The interior strikes the perfect balance between comfort and performance, featuring a
leather steering wheel with a flattened lower, aluminium pedals and stylish black
headlining.
The GSi logo can also be seen at the rear of the car, which carries a spoiler to deliver
additional levels of downforce to the rear axle. The rear also features two chrome-edged
exhaust pipes, and new, pronounced chrome air intakes can be found near the front wheels.
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POWERTRAIN
The Insignia GSi is available with a choice of two powerful, state-of-the-art engines, each
mated to Vauxhall’s new eight-speed automatic transmission. A sophisticated all-wheeldrive system, with a twin-clutch differential and torque vectoring feature is standard with
both engines.
2.0-litre BiTurbo Diesel
Based on the Insignia’s existing 2.0-litre (170PS) single-turbo diesel unit, the BiTurbo
features two turbochargers working sequentially. The intake air enters the first
turbocharger where it is compressed and passed to the second turbo. This is driven by
Variable Geometry Turbine (VGT) vanes in the exhaust gas, which increase torque at low
engine speeds and raise power at higher engine revs. VGT then adjusts the vanes in parallel
with the gas flow, reducing back pressure and lowering fuel consumption. From there, the
intake gases pass through an intercooler on their way to the combustion chambers. Sevenhole jets inject diesel in up to ten sequences at 2,000 bar, and boost pressure is regulated by
three bypass valves and electronic actuation of the variable turbine geometry.
While improved torque and power have been achieved, refinement was also a priority. A
cast-iron crankshaft, balancer shafts, a stiffened flywheel and two-piece oil sump all
contribute to a reduction in noise and vibration, while fuel consumption has been reduced
still further by a water pump that is active only when temperatures demand its operation.
The BiTurbo produces 480Nm of torque from just 1500rpm. It accelerates from 0-60mph in
7.3 seconds and has a maximum speed of 145mph*.
2.0-litre Turbo Petrol
Producing 260PS at 5,500rpm and 400Nm of torque between 3,000 and 4,000rpm, the fourcylinder, double overhead camshaft 2.0 Turbo fitted to the GSi is the most powerful engine
in the Insignia range. Using a single, twin-scroll turbocharger, the unit is both punchy yet
refined, and allows the GSi to accelerate from 0-60mph in 6.9 seconds, and on to a
maximum speed of 155mph*.

Despite its performance, the 2.0 Turbo is highly efficient, returning 32.8mpg on the
Combined Cycle (NEDC figure), while producing 197g/km of C02 emissions*.
*All figures for Grand Sport model
New 8-speed gearbox
This is the first eight-speed automatic transmission to be fitted to a Vauxhall. Compared
with the previous generation VXR’s six-speed automatic, the GSi’s eight-speed gearbox is
even more responsive, its additional gears maintaining optimum performance. In addition,
the gearbox’s smart design mean that it is lighter and more compact than the six-speed unit
from the previous model.
Unique to the Insignia GSi are standard, steering wheel-mounted shift paddles allowing
drivers to control gears manually while maintaining full control of the car.
Intelligent all-wheel-drive
The Insignia GSi has a state-of-the-art torque vectoring all-wheel drive system that delivers
exceptional levels of grip and handling. While the same technology is available on certain
other models in the Insignia range, a unique set of calibrations has been developed for the
GSi, making it even more agile and biddable for road or track.
How does it work?
All-wheel drive with torque vectoring is the best way to apply high power to the road, be it
wet, dry, icy or covered in snow. But the additional weight and complexity of conventional
torque vectoring systems prevent them from meeting Vauxhall’s high standards for
performance and efficiency.
As a result, the new Insignia GSi uses an all-wheel drive system with a rear-drive module
that employs a clever twin clutch system. The GSi’s all-wheel drive system can apply torque
to one or both the rear wheels independently, enabling torque vectoring capability across
the car’s full performance range. When cornering, higher torque is sent to the outside rear
wheel, inducing rotation around the vertical axis (yaw) – meaning the GSi turns in with more
precision, responding spontaneously to inputs from the driver.

Torque vectoring also makes the car safer by controlling the distribution of torque according
to changes in throttle position, steering angle and road surface, reducing the amount of
yaw. This intelligent use of torque distribution, also known as “yaw damping”, results in
neutral vehicle behaviour, making the car more predictable and stable.
Drivers can choose the amount of yaw damping to suit their driving style by selecting the
appropriate driving mode: from high yaw damping in “Tour” to low in “Sport”.
Specific tuning for the GSi’s ABS, Traction Control (TC) and Electronic Stability Control (ESC)
systems have been developed, including a ‘Competition Mode’, and the option of turning off
the ESC completely.
Performance & Economy
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Standard rate
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emissions
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Range (miles)
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Extra- urban
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Driving

Acceleration

(0-60mph)

Max. Speed
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Wheels size

Insignia GSi Grand Sport (BiTurbo diesel)

20

145

7.3

30.7

49.6

40.4

551

186

£200

£140

31%

39.8

543

187

£200

£140

29%

32.8

447

197

£200

£140

32%

32.5

443

199

£200

£140

31%

Insignia GSi Sports Tourer (BiTurbo diesel)

20

144

7.4

30.7

48.7

Insignia GSi Grand Sport (2.0 Turbo petrol)

20

155

6.9

25.2

39.8

Insignia GSi Sports Tourer (2.0 Turbo petrol)

20

152

7.1

24.6

39.8
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CHASSIS
New Generation FlexRide adaptive damping
While FlexRide is optional on other cars in the Insignia range, the system is standard on all
GSi’s, and receives its own bespoke settings for this model, with unique valve and hydraulic
tuning. FlexRide provides the basis for optimal, situation-based driving behaviour. It alters
settings for the dampers, steering, throttle response and shift points, based on a choice of
‘Standard’, ‘Sport’ or ‘Tour’ modes, selected by the driver. Depending on the mode, steering
and throttle response are more direct and the ESP anti-skid system intervenes at a different
stage to suit. Each element can also be added and removed within the individual modes.
Suspension
The Insignia GSi’s basic suspension hardware is shared with others models in the range, with
MacPherson struts and coil springs at the front, and a lightweight, five-link axle and coil
springs at the rear. However, the GSi’s ride height is 10 millimetres lower all round, with
spring rates stiffened by between 35-40 per cent (depending on engine/body style) versus
non-GSi Insignias. The GSi’s front anti-roll bar also has a slightly lower rate of stiffness, and a
revised 25.3 millimetre outer diameter.
Also unique to the Insignia GSi is unique software for the Electronic Power Steering (EPS)
system, providing drivers with even greater degrees of precision and feedback.

Wheels & Tyres
All Insignia GSi’s come equipped with unique wheels and tyres, combined with Brembo fourcylinder brakes at the front. The rims are special 20-inch, flow-formed items, and when
combined with the lighter Michelin Pilot Sport 4-S tyre (245/35R x 20s) each item weighs 1.5
kilograms less than the regular 20-inch wheel/tyre on other Insignia models.
The Michelin Pilot Sport 4-S tyre is a high-performance design that uses a hybrid aramidnylon belt, providing excellent steering feel and response in a wide variety of road

conditions. The tyre is fitted with a clever tread design that can adapt to differing road
surfaces, offering drivers optimum control at all times. Lightweight, and offering exceptional
grip in both wet and dry conditions, the Pilot Sport 4-S is easily identifiable by its chequered
flag pattern which carries across the surface of its sidewall.
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TESTING TIMES: FASTEST-EVER VAUXHALL AT ‘RING
Vauxhall’s all-new Insignia GSi has demonstrated its exceptional performance levels at one
of the world’s most challenging race circuits, Germany’s Nürburgring. Sitting 10mm closer to
the road than the rest of the Insignia range, and taking 160kg off the previous Insignia VXR,
the GSi is the quickest Vauxhall production car to take on the iconic German track.
The superior performance of the new Insignia GSi is down to advances across the vehicle,
which include all-wheel drive with torque vectoring, a new mechatronic FlexRide chassis,
Brembo four-cylinder brakes and Michelin Pilot Sport 4 S tyres on 20-inch rims. Power is
delivered by a refined 2.0-litre turbo petrol engine supported by an eight-speed automatic
gearbox, offering shift-paddles on the steering wheel to provide an active and responsive
driving experience.
Having undergone extensive testing at the Nürburgring, nicknamed “The Green Hell” by
legendary Formula 1 driver Sir Jackie Stewart, the Insignia GSi took 12 seconds off the time
set by the outgoing VXR model. Vauxhall’s Director of Performance Cars and Motor Sport,
Volker Strycek led the development team working on the new Insignia GSi, and used the
unique challenges of the track to fine-tune the model to suit performance driving on any
circuit.
“The lightweight architecture, excellent chassis configuration and unique all-wheel drive
system, along with the performance tyres make the GSi as precise and sharp as we wanted
it to be,” said Strycek after his test drives.
“The results speak for themselves, and the new Insignia GSi can lap the Nürburgring up to
12 seconds faster than its more powerful VXR predecessor. Where the course becomes
more demanding and requires the car to react with more agility and precision, such as in the
corners or stretches with low friction, the GSi is definitely faster and easy to control.”
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Insignia GSi Technical Data

Capacity Maximum Maximum
Power
Torque

Configuration

Fuel/induction system

Emission
compliance

Service Interval

1998cc

260PS @
5500rpm

400Nm @
3000 4000rpm

20,000 miles or 1 year
(whichever occurs
sooner)

210PS @
4000rpm

480Nm @
1500rpm

Twin-scroll turbocharger with
intercooler.
Variable Valve Timing (VVT).
Direct fuel injection
Two stage turbocharger with
intercooler.
Common rail fuel injection

Euro 6

2.0 (210PS) BiTurbo 1956cc
D 4X4 auto Blue
Injection S/S
GSi Sports Tourer
2.0 (260PS) Turbo
1998cc
4x4 auto S/S

4 cylinders, 4
valves per
cylinder,
double
overhead
camshafts

260PS @
5500rpm

400Nm @
3000 4000rpm

210PS @
4000rpm

480Nm @
1500rpm

Twin-scroll turbocharger with
intercooler.
Variable Valve Timing (VVT).
Direct fuel injection
Two stage turbocharger with
intercooler.
Common rail fuel injection

Euro 6

2.0 (210PS) BiTurbo 1956cc
D 4X4 auto Blue
Injection S/S

4 cylinders, 4
valves per
cylinder,
double
overhead
camshafts

Engines:
GSi Grand Sport
2.0 (260PS) Turbo
4x4 auto S/S

Euro 6 with
Diesel
Particulate Filter
20,000 miles or 1 year
(whichever occurs
sooner)

Euro 6 with
Diesel
Particulate Filter

Engine Information Continued:
Bore in mm
2.0 (260PS) Turbo 4x4 auto
S/S
2.0 (210PS) BiTurbo D 4X4
auto Blue Injection S/S

Stroke in mm

86.0

86.0

Compression Ratio
9.5 : 1

83.0

90.4

16.5 : 1

Axle Ratio
3.08 : 2.77
3.08 : 2.77
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Gear Ratio:

2.0 (260PS) Turbo 4x4
auto S/S
2.0 (210PS) BiTurbo D
4X4 auto Blue
Injection S/S

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

REV

5.25

3.03

1.95

1.46

1.22

1

0.81

0..67

4.02

5.25

3.03

1.95

1.46

1.22

1

0.81

0..67

4.02

Performance, Fuel Economy and Emissions:
Wheel Size
(inches)

Max Speed
(MPH)

Acceleration
0-62 (Secs)

Urban Driving
(mpg)

Extra urban
driving (mpg)

Combined Figure
(mpg)

CO2
(g/km)

GSi Grand Sport

Vehicle Excise
Duty
1st Year

Standard
rate

2.0 (260PS) Turbo
20
4x4 auto S/S
2.0 (210PS) BiTurbo 20
D 4X4 auto Blue
Injection S/S
GSi Sports Tourer

155

6.9

25.2

39.8

32.8

197

£1200

£140

145

7.3

30.7

49.6

40.4

186

£800

£140

2.0 (260PS) Turbo
20
4x4 auto S/S
2.0 (210PS) BiTurbo 20
D 4X4 auto Blue
Injection S/S

152

7.1

24.6

39.8

32.5

199

£1200

£140

144

7.4

30.7

48.7

39.8

187

£800

£140

Transmission Steering

Suspension

Brakes and Stability

Fuel Tank

Body
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capacity
GSi Grand Sport
2.0 (260PS)
Turbo 4x4
auto S/S

2.0 (210PS)
BiTurbo D 4X4
auto Blue
Injection S/S

Eight-speed
automatic
gearbox

Eight-speed
automatic
gearbox

Speed-sensitive
electric powerassisted
steering

Front: Independent. Lightweight
MacPherson struts with
gas-pressure dampers and coil
springs. Anti-roll bar.
Rear: Lightweight multi-link
(FWD - 4-link; 4X4 –
5-link) with rising-rate miniblock coil springs and
gas-pressure dampers. Anti-roll
bar.
GSi Nav models feature an
uprated sports chassis
with lower ride height and
specially tuned dampers.
FlexRide (Adaptive Stability
Technology) system.

• Electronic Stability Programme
(ESP)
• Cornering brake control
• Straight line stability control
• Rollover mitigation
• Drag torque control
• Hill start assist
• Anti-lock Braking System (ABS)
• Emergency brake assist
• Fading brake support
• Electronic brakeforce
distribution
• Adaptive brake lights

Front: Independent. Lightweight
MacPherson struts with
gas-pressure dampers and coil
springs. Anti-roll bar.
Rear: Lightweight multi-link
(FWD - 4-link; 4X4 –
5-link) with rising-rate miniblock coil springs and
gas-pressure dampers. Anti-roll
bar.
GSi Nav models feature an
uprated sports chassis

• Electronic Stability Programme
(ESP)
• Cornering brake control
• Straight line stability control
• Rollover mitigation
• Drag torque control
• Hill start assist
• Anti-lock Braking System (ABS)
• Emergency brake assist
• Fading brake support
• Electronic brakeforce
distribution

62 Litres

Aerodynamic
drag co-efficient:
Cd 0.26

62 Litres

Aerodynamic
drag co-efficient:
Cd 0.26

62 Litres

Aerodynamic

GSi Sports Tourer
2.0 (260PS)
Turbo 4x4
auto S/S

Eight-speed
automatic
gearbox

Speed-sensitive
electric powerassisted
steering

2.0 (210PS)

Eight-speed

Speed-sensitive
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BiTurbo D 4X4
auto Blue
Injection S/S

automatic
gearbox

GSi Grand Sport
2.0 (260PS) Turbo 4x4 auto
S/S
2.0 (210PS) BiTurbo D 4X4
auto Blue Injection S/S
GSi Sports Tourer
2.0 (260PS) Turbo 4x4 auto
S/S
2.0 (210PS) BiTurbo D 4X4
auto Blue Injection S/S

Exterior Dimensions

electric powerassisted
steering

with lower ride height and
specially tuned dampers.
FlexRide (Adaptive Stability
Technology) system.

• Adaptive brake lights

Kerb weight
incl. driver
Kg

Permissible gross
vehicle weight
Kg

Payload
Kg

Permissible axle
load,
front
rear
Kg

1,683

2,220

537

1,130

1,772

2,315

543

1,716

2,275

1,807

2,370

drag co-efficient:
Cd 0.26

Permissible
roof load
Kg

Trailer load
unbraked
Kg

Trailer load
braked at 12%
gradient
Kg

1,100

100

750

2,200

1,210

1,115

100

750

1,805

559

1,125

1,160

100

750

2,200

563

1,205

1,175

100

750

1,805

Grand Sport/Sports Tourer
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Overall length
Wheelbase
Front overhang
Rear overhang
Width (inc. door mirrors)
Width (exc. Door mirrors)
Height (including roof rails)
Track, front
Track, rear

(mm)
4,910 / 4,998
2,829 / 2,829
990 / 1,002
1,078 / 1,173
2,093 / 2,093
1,871 / 1,871
1,455 / 1,514
1,607 / 1,607
1,610 / 1,610

* Rear seats up
Luggage
Capacities

Grand Sport/Sports Tourer
Load Volume (Minimum)*
490 / 560

Luggage compartment
dimensions in mm:
Floor length to rear seat backs
Floor length with rear seat
backs folded forward
Max width
Width between wheel arches
Loading height
Max. aperture height
Max. aperture width

Grand Sport/Sports Tourer
(mm)
1,133 / 1,178
1,940 / 2,005
1,444 / 1,451
1,030 / 1,030
722 / 794
557 / 711
973 / 1,451

** To roof- rear seats folded
Grand Sport/Sports Tourer
Load Volume (Maximum)**
1,450 / 1,665
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